Rapid determination of the encapsulation efficiency of a liposome formulation using column-switching HPLC.
The feasibility of a rapid automated method for determination of the encapsulation efficiency (EE) of a liposome formulation using a column-switching HPLC system was confirmed by employing several types of liposome formulations containing doxorubicin (DXR). A suspension of DXR liposome was injected directly into an online solid-phase extraction (SPE) system comprising a Diol SPE column and an ODS SPE column connected in series. Free (not encapsulated) DXR was trapped on the Diol SPE column, whereas encapsulated DXR was eluted without interaction. The eluted encapsulated DXR was trapped on the ODS SPE column after being extracted from the inner phase of the liposome by mixing with an organic solvent. Trapped free and encapsulated DXR were eluted sequentially and analyzed separately by gradient HPLC. The time taken by this automated method was only 25min, whereas conventional methods such as ultracentrifugation are time consuming and labor intensive. Validation results and comparison with ultracentrifugation suggested that our method was sufficiently accurate and sensitive to be used to evaluate EE of a liposome formulation without complicated pretreatment.